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		This book will give you an all encompassing view of the domain name ecosystem combined with a comprehensive set of operations strategies. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Manage infrastructure, risk, and management of DNS name servers. Get hands-on with factors like types of name servers, DNS queries and and so on.
	
			Practical guide for system administrators to manage mission-critical servers
	
			Based on real-world experience - Written by an industry veteran who has made every possible mistake within this field.


	
		Book Description

	
		Managing your organization's naming architecture and mitigating risks within complex naming environments is very important. This book will go beyond looking at “how to run a name server” or “how to DNSSEC sign a domain”, Managing Mission Critical Domains & DNS looks across the entire spectrum of naming; from external factors that exert influence on your domains to all the internal factors to consider when operating your DNS. The readers are taken on a comprehensive guided tour through the world of naming: from understanding the role of registrars and how they interact with registries, to what exactly is it that ICANN does anyway? Once the prerequisite knowledge of the domain name ecosystem is acquired, the readers are taken through all aspects of DNS operations. Whether your organization operates its own nameservers or utilizes an outsourced vendor, or both, we examine the complex web of interlocking factors that must be taken into account but are too frequently overlooked. By the end of this book, our readers will have an end to end to understanding of all the aspects covered in DNS name servers.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Anatomy of a domain - how a domain is the sum of both its DNS zone and its registration data, and why that matters.
	
			The domain name ecosystem - the role of registries, registrars and oversight bodies and their effect on your names.
	
			How DNS queries work - queries and responses are examined including debugging techniques to zero in on problems.
	
			Nameserver considerations - alternative nameserver daemons, numbering considerations, and deployment architectures.
	
			DNS use cases - the right way for basic operations such as domain transfers, large scale migrations, GeoDNS, Anycast DNS.
	
			Securing your domains - All aspects of security from registrar vendor selection, to DNSSEC and DDOS mitigation strategies.


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		Ideal for sysadmins, webmasters, IT consultants, and developers-anyone responsible for maintaining your organization's core DNS
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iPhoto 6: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
If you used iPhoto when it first came out, you'll remember the  way it slowed to a crawl once you loaded it with about 2,000 photos. Compare  that to this year's model: iPhoto 6 can handle as many as 250,000 images and  still have the power to run a host of suped-up features. Its new software engine  lets you make changes with a...
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Prayers for Knowing GodHarvest House Publishers, 2021

	
		“As you get to know God through relational communication with Him, may He reveal Himself more fully to you and give you greater grace and peace each day.”

		—Dr. Tony Evans (stylize as signature)

		

		In times of crisis and change, knowing God is the only path to heart-deep stability...
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Office 2016 For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Keep up with the latest Office technologies, and learn the fundamentals of Microsoft Office 2016!


	Office 2016 For Seniors For Dummies is the ideal resource for learning the fundamentals of the Microsoft Office suite. You'll explore the functionality of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook, establishing basic...
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Instant Firebug StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Monitor, edit, and debug any web page in real time with this handy practical guide


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Modify HTML on the fly.
	
		Profile and Debug JavaScript.
	
		Change the look and...
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Python Crash Course: A Hands-On, Project-Based Introduction to ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2015

	Python Crash Course is a fast-paced, thorough introduction to Python that will have you writing programs, solving problems, and making things that work in no time.

	

	In the first half of the book, you’ll learn about basic programming concepts, such as lists, dictionaries, classes, and loops, and practice writing...
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Implementing Database Security and Auditing: Includes Examples for Oracle, SQL Server, DB2 UDB, SybaseDigital Press, 2005
"Today, databases house our 'information crown jewels', but database security is one of the weakest areas of most information security programs. With this excellent book, Ben-Natan empowers you to close this database security gap and raise your database security bar!"   Bruce W. Moulton.  CISO/VP, Fidelity Investments (1995 - 2001)...
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